3
The Flow of Amusement:
The First Year of Moving Pictures
in the Red River Valley
pa u l m o o r e

Moving pictures debuted in the Red River Valley in early July of
1896 for an audience in Pembina, North Dakota, a small town at
the international boundary of the forty-ninth parallel. As Thomas
Edison’s latest marvel and as a novelty of electric invention and a
metropolitan entertainment, the location seems incongruous. Why
not a city? Why did cinema arrive in Pembina before Fargo, Grand
Forks, or Winnipeg? Pembina’s curious historic significance can be
seen as an extension of its legacy as a fur-trading post, one of the
earliest European outposts in the region. The town was one of Lord
Selkirk’s settlements for the Hudson’s Bay Company before the
Treaty of Ghent established the international boundary at the fortyninth parallel in 1818 (see Bumsted 2008). Pembina was still assumed
to be within British North America until a boundary survey in 1823,
revealed the town was in the United States, at which point the
Hudson’s Bay outpost moved to Fort Garry, near present-day
Winnipeg. It seems fitting, then, that this border town happened to
be the best site to unveil the modern amusement of cinema in the
region, a marker of the international boundary’s contradictory role
in mediating transnational cultural connections. The first movie
showmen in the Red River Valley had many ways to exploit the new
amusement. Some collaborated with each other across the border, or
crossed the border themselves, while others used moving pictures for
nationalist purposes and considered the border a protective barrier.
Neither political nor market boundaries mark this region entirely;
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Figure 3.1 The Red River Valley (author)

instead, both influences meet within it. Astride political boundaries,
the Red River Valley kept its residual legacy of north–south communication routes built along the river’s path. Cinema showmen
continued this legacy. Though at times they recognized the international boundary and at other times they ignored it, they added a
regional north-south inflection to the dominance of the east-west
traffic that enforced national differences.
The American national project can avoid or marginalize its northern frontier, but the forty-ninth parallel is an unavoidable determinant in histories of the Canadian Prairies (Stuart and Taylor 2005;
Thompson and Randall 2008). Within the United States, studies
across the international boundary that examine areas such as the
Red River Valley in North Dakota and Minnesota have only regional
importance, but within Canada, precisely the same studies are
flooded with national significance when they examine Manitoba.
The more codified clarity of Canadian national policy on the latenineteenth century Prairies becomes a crucial starting point, then, in
understanding how Winnipeg’s significance as the east-west hub of
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the Canadian Pacific Railway superseded its location downstream
on the north-south path of the Red River. Gerald Friesen (1987)
centres the history of the Canadian Prairies on such policy cornerstones as treaties with aboriginal peoples, establishment of the
Northwest Mounted Police, construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway and its protective tariff, and settlement through immigration – all of which were central to the development of the Canadian
West. Altogether, these government-controlled institutions were
meant to establish distinctly Canadian economic and cultural ways
of life on the north side of the forty-ninth parallel. Regulating rather
than preventing trade across the international boundary, Canadian
national policy constantly moderated the economic and cultural reach
of modernization. Commodities and practices circulating within the
mass market, especially commercial amusements, were often free to
move across the border except when policy encouraged overtly
nationalizing alternatives.
Friesen pointed to institutions that explicitly facilitated a national
policy on the Canadian side of the forty-ninth parallel. Evident in
policy, easily isolated, and studied through textual archives, these
are without exception repressive state apparatuses in the traditional Althusserian sense: policing, subsidy, tariff, treaty, and settlement (Althusser 1989, 170–86). A potentially more complex
question is how the national policy on the Prairies was also instituted through ideological state apparatuses – to stick with the traditional Althusserian scheme – not least because culture largely exceeds
the bounds of the official bureaucratic archive and requires methods
located in everyday practice. This was, indeed, the subject of Friesen’s
(2000) subsequent study into the role of communications in national
identity. Tracing the circulation of early cinema outlines the tension
between national and continental options within the cultural sphere
at a time when the border was still largely immaterial in terms of
everyday commercial and cultural practice, although firmly established in political and ideological effect. If early film showmen were
able to work across or within borderlines, then the case study blurs
the distinctions between structural and cultural institutions, beginning with the border itself. If nationalism is the means of establishing acceptance of an imagined community, then the nation’s
boundary line becomes partly an imagined – rather than simply an
institutional – fact that is continually reproduced in daily practice
through a variety of state, economic, and cultural apparatuses.
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In towns and cities in marginal regions, the local circulation of
mass entertainment signified being “in the swim” of modernity, current with metropolitan hubs of commercial and cultural invention
and activity. Yet the integrating cultural current of mass culture circulated north-south through the same means of communications
and transportation used to support east-west protections and distinctions on either side of the forty-ninth parallel. What follows is a
case study of these entertainment routes in the first year of moving
pictures from July 1896 into 1897. This moment, when the electric
technology of cinema was still a novelty amusement, illustrates the
tension at play between established regional routes along the Red
River Valley, which treated the border as permeable, and nationalizing networks, which treated it as impermeable. Showmen could
either cross the border or respect it, and could promote regional
connection or national difference. Big-time American shows began
to add cinema to their established cross-border routes; small-time
shows were more likely to treat the border as an enclosure. One
Canadian showman, Richard A. Hardie, explicitly embraced nationalism to produce Manitoba booster films, intended to promote
immigration from the United Kingdom rather than cultural connection to the United States. The technological reproducibility of cinema ironically imposed territorial borders on exhibition circuits,
even as it became viable to include small towns as well as villages
within those circuits. The long-term impact on the Canadian Prairies
was, eventually, to render them marginal to Toronto, part of an
Ontario-centric network in a rail-based mass market and yet ever
more reliant on technology and content from the United States.
Similarly, the American Plains became marginal to Chicago and
Minneapolis in national theatre chains. This result was not evident
when moving pictures first appeared.

R e g io n a l C o m muni cati on
a n d T r a n s p o rtati on
A canonical definition introduces mass communication as an extension of trade and transportation. This is especially relevant in
Canadian studies following the foundational work of Harold Innis,
who explained the economic development of the nation as originating in the fur trade (Berland 2009; Acland and Buxton 1999). A brief
summary of trade and transportation in the Red River Valley is
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worthwhile as a pre-history of cinema in the region. While I risk
trivializing a complex history, such attention to the pre-existing
means of commercial and cultural circulation is rare in film history, which often proceeds with the interest in cinema defined as a
technological invention that was simply imported and unveiled
to audiences (Musser 1994; Morris 1992). Partly in order to avoid
duplicating the presumptions of its own promotional ballyhoo, I
want to highlight how early cinema followed existing communication routes before it forged its own (Gaudreault and Marion 2005).
The “natural” flow of the Red River of the North is inextricable
from the global fur trade of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
as a central route to transport furs from the northwest territory of
British North America and the United States to Europe. As a matter
of efficiency, the Hudson’s Bay Company supplemented its arduous
overland movement of furs down to St Paul, Minnesota, with steamboats on the Red River in 1859 (Gailbraith 1957, 76). Although the
prospect of railway expansion into the Dakotas and Manitoba was
already in view, the first transcontinental route, the Union Pacific,
took until 1869 to complete. Not long after, Manitoba and then
British Columbia became provinces of Canada, the latter mandating
a railway link between the Canadian Pacific and eastern industry.
Before transcontinental routes were completed on either side of the
forty-ninth parallel, however, interim railway construction primarily
facilitated north-south trade along river paths. The Northern Pacific
Railway first reached the Red River at Moorhead in 1871, which
added further incentive to develop steamboat transport to Winnipeg.
By 1872, the Hudson’s Bay Company itself ran the riverboat service
in combination with James J. Hill, owner of the St Paul, Minneapolis,
and Manitoba Railway. Known at the time simply as the Manitoba
Railway, Canadian-born Hill also served on the board of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and vied for the obvious economy and
efficiency of routing the railway from Winnipeg south along the Red
River to St Paul (along his own rails, of course) (den Otter 1983;
Martin 1976). Politics intervened and the Canadian Pacific Railway
was instead routed entirely within national boundaries north of
Lake Superior, becoming a totem of national unity as well as industrial and political independence from the United States (Innis 1971).
Even the Canadian Pacific, however, first built a railway link to
the international boundary, meeting Hill’s Manitoba Railway at
Emerson-St Vincent in December 1878. Railway traffic along the
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Red River Valley flourished, and the Canadian Pacific opened a second
route to Gretna in 1882 while the Northern Pacific opened a line on
the western side of the valley from Fargo to Pembina in 1887. Despite
these routes, railway development on the whole served national interests with east-west pathways on either side of the forty-ninth parallel:
the Northern Pacific Railway from Fargo to Tacoma was completed
in 1883; the Canadian Pacific Railway from Montreal to Vancouver
was completed in 1886; and Hill’s own re-christened Great Northern
Railway through Grand Forks met the Northern Pacific at Helena
in 1888, before its path to Seattle and north to Vancouver was completed in 1893.1
Local performances and community halls in the cities of the Red
River Valley came along with settlement, but commercial theatres
that hosted touring shows followed in the wake of railway connections and became routine in the 1880s (Hartman 2002; Davis 1989).
Substantial theatres opened: the Fargo Opera House in 1883, rebuilt
in 1893; the Princess Opera House in Winnipeg in 1883; the Bijou in
Winnipeg in 1892, rebuilt as the ornate Winnipeg Theatre in 1897;
and Cline’s Opera House in Grand Forks in 1884, replaced by the
Metropolitan in 1890. While live performance is not usually considered a communication technology, local opera houses operated as
nodes for the circulation of itinerant shows. Performed entertainment became a form of modern communication built atop the transportation infrastructure and in continuity with later technologically
grounded mass culture and broadcast media. Itinerant entertainment
routes followed railway circuits, were promoted through newspapers
and telegraphs, produced a consumer experience over a vast territory,
and provided metropolitan culture to the hinterland. Travelling
shows achieved much the same outcomes as later broadcast technologies, though they worked over a season and toured an adaptation
instead of instantaneously reproducing the metropolitan original.
By the mid-1890s, travelling melodramas and variety shows
circulated in wide regional markets, including a north-western

circuit that began in Chicago and typically toured west through
Iowa, north through Minnesota and the Dakotas, across Montana
and Washington, and then south through Oregon and Northern
California before it headed east again on a more southern path.
Notably, this theatrical circuit recognized the entire sparsely populated northwest between Chicago and San Francisco as a common
market – within the logistics of railway transportation – that shared
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Figure 3.2 Red River Valley theatrical circuit (Manitoba Free Press, 13 November
1897)

a common mass culture as a result. Canada was not included on the
route except for two key cross-border paths: to the cities of Victoria
and Vancouver in British Columbia, and to Winnipeg in Manitoba.
Though Winnipeg was by far the most remote and northerly stop, it
was worth the additional effort because of its large population. In a
sense, this meant that the long-standing cross-border path of the Red
River Valley superseded the political and bureaucratic barrier of the
international boundary. The Canadian Prairies were not fully incorporated into this circuit until the early twentieth century when two
Seattle-based vaudeville circuits, Pantages and Sullivan & Considine,
began to operate a second tier of theatres apart from the Chicagobased Orpheum circuit and thus began to exploit new regional markets, including Alberta and Saskatchewan (Butsch 2000).
The dominance of Pantages and Sullivan & Considine over plains
and prairies vaudeville illustrates how theatre ownership and management often consolidated regionally on the strength of contracting for big-time touring productions. On a smaller scale, the same
happened in the Red River Valley in the 1890s. Starting out with
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management of the Fargo Opera House, C.P. Walker built a small
regional circuit called the Red River Valley Theatrical Circuit, or
sometimes the breadbasket circuit (ad for Red River Valley Theatrical
Circuit, Manitoba Free Press, 13 November 1897). When he opened
the rebuilt Bijou as the Winnipeg Theatre in 1897, its joint arrangement with the Fargo Opera House and Metropolitan in Grand Forks
was prominently featured in its publicity (Manitoba Free Press,
8 May 1897). By 1899, Walker had added Fergus Falls and St Cloud,
and opera houses in Crookston and Grafton, for a total of eight
theatres from Wahpeton to Winnipeg on either side of the river in
North Dakota and Minnesota (Manitoba Free Press, 20 May 1899,
22 August 1908; see also Skene 1990). As the most populous city in
the region, Winnipeg was a relatively lucrative stop on the continental theatre circuit, and its strongest connection in commerce and
communication came through its long-standing connection through
river transportation, now railway links, to precisely the set of towns
where Walker managed local opera houses.

t he f irs t m ov in g p ic t u res i n the regi on
The Red River Valley existed as a cross-border segment within a vast
Western US territory for commercial amusements early in 1896,
when the device known as Thomas Edison’s Vitascope became the
first moving picture projector in North America available for entrepreneurs to license for public exhibitions. However, that formulation
is somewhat arcane – other moving picture apparatuses were already
on the market in France and England, and had been exhibited in
limited contexts in New York and, for example, in Minneapolis and
at the Atlanta Cotton Exposition in 1895. Edison also did not
invent the Vitascope – his company merely bought Thomas Armat’s
Phantoscope and adapted it slightly for manufacturing and marketing (Spehr 2008). The New York marketing firm Raff & Gammon
sold Edison’s Vitascope to entrepreneurial showmen on a “states
rights” basis, with prices that ranged from $6,000 for Massachusetts
or Pennsylvania to $500 for the sparsely populated states in the west.
International territory, too, was up for grabs, including “the entirety
of Canada” for $8,000. Although film historians in Canada have
always taken this at face value, in practice the rights to “Canada”
covered only eastern provinces. Raff & Gammon offered prospective
film showmen separate licenses for British Columbia and Manitoba
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for $600 each and treated them as distinct territories apart from the
rest of the country. The terminology in Raff & Gammon’s correspondence is inconsistent, and at one point refers to Winnipeg as a country in its own right.2
North Dakota was one of the first states showmen inquired about
for the right to exhibit the Vitascope, outside of the populous northeastern states with lucrative metropolitan cities. John Cryderman,
from the relatively remote town of St John just south of the fortyninth parallel, first wrote to Edison about the Vitascope in March
1896, and was assured by Raff & Gammon that the price for North
Dakota was fixed at a low cost of $500, which would ensure a profitable investment. Cryderman emerged as the only serious bidder for
the state. He then wrote on behalf of an unnamed business partner
about acquiring the rights to Manitoba as well and was quoted a
price of $600. Details are missing for the final deal for Manitoba,
but local reports show that Cryderman collaborated with Richard
A. Hardie on the Manitoba side and that the two shared a projector.
Cryderman’s entry into the business remains unexplained, since he
was not an existing licensee of Edison’s Kinetosope through Raff &
Gammon like G.W. Walters in Helena, Montana, or the Holland
Brothers in eastern Canada. Raff & Gammon’s sales pitch was
meant to encourage early investors and licensees to buy further territory, either to exploit themselves or to sub-license to others at a
premium once the moving picture craze was underway and their
states rights steadily climbed in value. Such value did not arrive.
Instead, territorial rights to the Vitascope became liabilities within a
few months as competing screen machines that followed an entirely
different economic model came to market (Musser 1991, 86–92).
Whereas the Vitascope and its films were leased to showmen like
Cryderman on top of the territorial rights, independently manufactured competing machines and moving picture films were soon sold
directly as a piece of machinery that the owner could exhibit anywhere. Although some competitors violated copyright and patents,
machines and films from Europe were available by the end of the
summer of 1896. Competing machines all improved on the Vitascope:
they were smaller, lighter, and more portable, with films that were
clearer, more durable, and projected with better results. Once the
craze and competition took off, even Edison Manufacturing undermined its initial support of the Vitascope by selling films to competitors. By the end of 1896, Vitascope showmen had lost their initial
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advantage of novelty and abandoned their projection outfits. Many
begged Raff & Gammon to buy back their territorial rights just to
break even.
Competition from independent picture showmen was far from
the only problem Vitascope exhibitors faced. Manufacturing delays
and electric generation problems routinely led to poor quality or
cancelled early picture shows. Raff & Gammon and the Edison factories could not manufacture machines fast enough to deliver the
projectors to all of the licensees in a timely fashion, and more remote
states rights holders had to wait until showmen in more prestigious,
pricier states received their machines. The Vitascope debuted to the
public in New York City on 23 April 1896, Boston and Philadelphia
in May, and San Francisco and St Louis in June (Musser 2002).
Cryderman had initially arranged for his Vitascope to be delivered
to Grand Forks in time to debut moving pictures in North Dakota
at the Metropolitan during the city’s summer fair from 26 June
1896, followed by the Fargo Opera House for the 4 July holiday. If
these shows had happened as planned, the Vitascope would have
debuted in North Dakota before Chicago, Cleveland, or Des Moines.
However, to Cryderman’s dismay, the projector did not even arrive
in Grand Forks until 6 July and, worse still, it was not compatible
with the town’s electric supply. The electrical requirements prevented exhibiting the Vitascope anywhere on the North Dakota side
of the Red River Valley, and the machine was promptly sent on to
Pembina at the Manitoba boundary (Grand Forks Herald, 9 July
1896). The North Dakota debut of moving pictures thus occurred
on 8 July 1896, with almost no fanfare and only a small report in
the Pembina Pioneer Express two days later. If Pembina had a different power system than Grand Forks and Fargo, it must have been
due to the specifications required for the Canadian Pacific Railway
link to town. Certainly the Vitascope’s next several stops – all in
Manitoba – demonstrate that the cities and small towns of Manitoba
had the requisite power supply.
The Vitascope next exhibited in Winnipeg during the city’s industrial exhibition, which opened to the public by 18 July 1896 and was
promoted in an advertisement in the Tribune and a small bit of local
news in the Free Press. The moving picture show was set up in a
vacant Main Street storefront. The next show ran for two weeks in
Brandon during the Manitoba Provincial Fair from 27 July, reused the
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publicity from Winnipeg, and again rented the temporary quarters of
a vacant shop downtown rather than appearing at either the opera
house or the fairgrounds. Two more Manitoba stops came in August,
a few days each in Portage La Prairie and Carberry. In fact, the most
detailed and complete local reporting comes from this least populous
early host of moving pictures, as the Carberry News (14 August 1896)
noted with excitement and detail that Hardie’s Vitascope was a modern, electric wonders that had appeared in town that week.
In the meantime, Cryderman seemed to give up entirely on the
prospect of showing the Vitascope in North Dakota. The only other
Vitascope exhibition he or Hardie could possibly have given happened
in Duluth, Minnesota, immediately after the machine left Manitoba
(Duluth News-Tribune, 15 August 1896). It seems Cryderman and
Hardie may have simply cut their losses and sent the machine back to
New York after only a month trying to entertain audiences. Although
Hardie had a successful four weeks playing in four Manitoba cities
and towns in return for his $600 states rights, Cryderman’s $500
investment gave him only a tiny place in local film history as the first
person that managed, against the odds, to exhibit moving pictures in
North Dakota.

T h e F irs t Y e a r o f Movi ng Pi ctures
in t h e R e gi on
The next several moving picture shows in the region arrived courtesy of small showmen who left no trace except for their names.
“Professor” Wymond briefly toured his Magniscope in conjunction
with a theatrical stock troupe, the Columbia Opera Company, which
visited Winnipeg in December 1896 after playing there for over a
month in the previous summer. Meeting up with the company as it
crossed back south of the border in Grafton on 15 January 1897,
Wymond played moving pictures between the acts. Together,
Wymond’s Magniscope and the Columbia Opera Company then
spent a night in Grand Forks before they moved on to three performances in Fargo the following week. Wymond then toured across
the Great Northern railway with the outfit, although there is no
mention of moving pictures when the Columbia players visited
Devils Lake, their next stop. His name and Magniscope were still
part of the show in Washington and Oregon in February and March,
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but not when it continued to Arizona and Texas later in 1897. How
Wymond connected with the company is a mystery, other than the
coincidence of being in the same place at the same time.
The next display of moving pictures in the region arrived via
Dr Davison’s Museum of Anatomy. Grand Forks advertising on
25 February 1897 quoted from positive reviews in newspapers from
St Paul, St Cloud, Crookston, and Fargo. Davison’s Museum promised a “magnificent collection,” the “result of years of study and
labor,” and to teach “how we live, breathe, and have our being.” The
show admitted “men only” and was a gruesome, graphic spectacle
that combined a human dissection, displays of fifty cases of private
diseases, an Eden Musee for “viewing the entry of lost souls into
eternal torture,” and a Graphoscope moving picture machine with
twenty-four “life pictures” (Grand Forks Herald, 26 February 1897).
The most distinctive part of Davison’s Museum, however, was a
Phonopticon of projected still pictures of an infamous lynching in
Texas in 1895 in combination with a phonograph recording that
was purportedly of the same incident. The show stayed in Grand
Forks for two weeks, and then made a return trip to Fargo. Although
blackface entertainment was a staple in Canada as much as the
United States, authorities would have challenged the scandalous,
sensationalist, racialized spectacle if it had tried to cross the border
to play in Winnipeg.3 For better or for worse, Davison’s anatomical
“hellscape” was the second time cinema appeared in Fargo and
Grand Forks.
The next appearance of cinema in Grand Forks, a three night show
called the Cinematoscope at the end of May 1897, was more typical
in hyping its “wonderful living picture machine … the very latest and
best machine and entertainment of the kind on the road” (Grand
Forks Herald, 23 May 1897). Its publicity cites small-town newspaper reports throughout Michigan from weeks earlier. Although the
show came from Racine, Wisconsin, and passed through Brainerd
and Fergus Falls, Minnesota, Grand Forks seems to be the farthest
west it toured. Another early show that arrived in North Dakota
from more eastern states was a special engagement of Kline’s Cinematographe during the Devils Lake Chautauqua in early July 1897,
a full year after the Vitascope debuted in Pembina.
These small shows all treated the border as a boundary, but moving pictures soon joined major touring shows that had long included
Winnipeg on their routes. Moving pictures were thus incorporated
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Figure 3.3 Cartoon depicting the men of Grand Forks “studying” the atrocities at
the Museum of Anatomy, which included the peepshow of the Eden Musee and
images and a sound recording of a Texas lynching, depicted here in the back room
(Grand Forks Herald, 28 February 1897).

into the performance of Harry Martell’s The South Before the War,
which was billed as “50 People on the Stage, Special Scenery, Novel
Specialities, Picaninny Band, and the Wonder Cinematograph.” This
leg of the long-running show began in Chicago early in August 1897
and headed north through Wisconsin to Duluth and other towns in
Minnesota. In the first week of October, it travelled up and down the
Red River Valley from Wahpeton to Winnipeg and back to Fargo
before proceeding across the Northern Pacific Railway line and
arriving in Seattle early in November. As was typical of western US
shows, it then toured the Pacific coast from Vancouver to San
Francisco before it headed back east through Utah and Colorado.
On a similar route, which included Winnipeg along with other cities
in the Red River Valley in the first week of November 1897, was an
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exhibition of the Veriscope films that depicted the famous heavyweight prize-fight between Corbett and Fitzsimmons. Originally
filmed in Nevada on 17 March 1897, dozens of copies of the pictures
of the fight toured throughout North America for the remainder
of the year. Only these wide-ranging tours of major shows crossed
the border.
Although independent film showmen in Manitoba also limited
their movements to one side of the border, their geographical range
and ambition was nonetheless clear. Beginning in May 1897, two
competing film showmen, Richard A. Hardie and William McCarthy,
traversed the entirety of the Canadian northwest as a single market
for entertainment – spanning the head of Lake Superior in northern
Ontario all the way to the Rockies and ultimately across the British
Columbian interior to the Pacific Coast. Although major US shows
included Winnipeg on their western tours in 1897, local showmen
could exploit the remainder of the Canadian Prairies. I have already
noted Hardie’s importance, as he brought the Vitascope to Manitoba
in July 1896 after Cryderman had technical troubles with the machine
in North Dakota. Hardie had purchased a new Kinetoscope projector of his own in June 1897 and began to exhibit moving pictures at
Winnipeg’s summer parks. In the Manitoba moving picture field, he
now had competition. After Hardie’s 1896 Vitascope shows, it took
until May 1897 for a second projector to arrive in Winnipeg: an
Anamatagraph purchased by William McCarthy of Rat Portage
(now Kenora), just on the other side of the Ontario border. McCarthy
had no experience in entertainment, but was nonetheless versed in
showmanship as an exploiter of mining claims and other ventures
near Rat Portage. McCarthy arranged to partner with the Cosgrove
Comedy Company, a well-known variety show of John Cosgrove
and family from St Mary’s, Ontario. The company had extensively
toured the Canadian Prairies several times since 1891, and was
headed westward again through northern Ontario just as McCarthy
bought his projector. The Anamatagraph debuted with a two-night
engagement at the Port Arthur Town Hall on 10 and 11 May 1897,
then to neighbouring Fort William and onto Rat Portage. After a
week-long engagement in Winnipeg for Victoria Day in May, the
Anamatagraph and Cosgrove Company toured along the southern
railway routes of Manitoba and visited towns that included Carmen
to Wawanesa, Souris to Morden, and a dozen others.4 When it
returned to Winnipeg mid-July, the entire business arrangement
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ended. Cosgrove partnered with Hardie’s Kinetoscope. Meanwhile,
McCarthy assembled his own troupe and created the Royal
Anamatagraph and Speciality Company. Early in August, McCarthy
set out with the Anamatagraph across the main Canadian Pacific
Railway line, having the advantage of being the first to exhibit moving pictures across the northwest territories in the present-day provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. The show proceeded as far west
as Macleod and Cardston in Alberta without venturing to Calgary
and Edmonton, and the return leg of the tour solicited only meagre
attendance and an audience that was disappointed that the pictures
were the same as on the previous visit.
If repeated views of moving pictures were already a problem, a
new set of films came to Assiniboia and Alberta soon enough.
Hardie’s Kinetoscope joined the Cosgrove Company for its own tour
westward across the Prairies, beginning in Brandon and traveling to
points north of the main CPR line in Manitoba in August 1897. In
Winnipeg in early September, Hardie pursued his latest venture: local
moving pictures. Only a few of the pictures are mentioned specifically in publicity: the Winnipeg and Brandon fire brigades racing
down city streets, sidewalk crowds, trains racing toward the camera,
and plenty of wheat being harvested, including Manitoba Premier
Thomas Greenway at work in his own fields. These are the same
films James S. Freer brought to England in 1898 as an immigration
and settlement promotional tool (Morris 1992, 30–33). Although
Freer has long been assumed the filmmaker, he did not travel aboard
until December 1897, months after the films had already been exhibited across the Prairies. They first appeared in Winnipeg in September
1897 for officials from the railways and government (Manitoba Free
Press, 11 September 1897; 9 December 1897). In September and
October of 1897, Hardie and the Cosgroves toured the path taken
by McCarthy’s Anamatagraph. They stopped at more towns on more
remote railway spurs and brought moving pictures to Prince Albert,
Edmonton, and Calgary, with a rest in Banff before they returned to
Manitoba. In November and December, the company began an
extensive tour of the southern part of Manitoba and appeared in
even smaller villages than before, often spending just one night in
each before moving onto the next.
At the beginning of 1898, just as Freer headed to England, Hardie
and Cosgrove severed their partnership and set off individually on
yet another tour across the Prairies – this time in winter – each with
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his own brand new Kinetoscope, copies of the Manitoba films, variety acts in support, and disparaging remarks about how his rival was
a mere copy. Hardie headed straight out via the CPR line, while the
Cosgrove Company began in the northern part of Manitoba and
travelled north to Yorkton in present-day Saskatchewan. Cosgrove’s
engagements were uniformly shorter by a day or more, and the rivals
recklessly began to play the same towns just days apart. They played
in Edmonton simultaneously, to the amusement of the local press
and the confusion of the public. Hardie returned to Winnipeg in
March 1898, but Cosgrove travelled with his Kinetoscope over the
Rocky Mountains and brought moving pictures to Kamloops and
Kelowna for the first time. An American showman had brought the
first moving pictures to British Columbia in Victoria in February
1897, but Cosgrove’s Kinetoscope was the first to arrive on the coast
via the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Taken as a whole, the first year of cinema in the Red River Valley
borderland region relied on a confluence of contradictory political,
economic, and technological mediations of the international boundary. The new amusement could be facilitated by cross-border commercial ties, but was also used to make national distinctions in how
people related to the new form of communication. The Red River of
the North runs perpendicular to the international boundary of the
forty-ninth parallel, which created a stark choice for showmen. If
they ignored the border, they could follow the flow of the river and
seek out a naturalized route between large populations gathered in
bigger cities, a route charted by cross-border railway lines built to
follow the earliest river-based trading routes. This path was primarily followed by the big-time entertainment of Chicago-based professional shows. However, the river path was also followed by the
international partnership between Cryderman and Hardie, who
separately bought Edison’s Vitascope rights to North Dakota and
Manitoba, respectively. They ended up sharing the same projector
and films, either by plan or by circumstance when the machine did
not work in Grand Forks.
The alternate route respected the border and did not cross. Smalltime regional showmen exploited their markets more thoroughly
than the big-time shows, but it was their overtly nationalist entertainments, rather than scant resources, that turned the border into a
barrier. For example, Dr Davison did not bring his Museum of
Anatomy to Winnipeg, despite the lucrative marketplace just a few
hours train ride away. This was less a matter of cost than avoiding
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the chances of customs agents confiscating his perhaps-obscene
material. His sensationalist entertainment was too overtly American
in its emphasis on racial violence during a time when progressive and
moralistic arguments were just crystallizing in Canada against the
pernicious influence of American popular culture (Gabriele 2011).
Thus, Davison and other small-time American shows used only the
east-west railway routes rather than those that crossed the border.
Richard Hardie’s Manitoba farming films were also part of a
nationalist project, and so he did not bring them to the agricultural
towns and cities in the heartland of the Dakotas on the southern
part of the Red River Valley. His intention to use the films to promote immigration to Canada, not to mention his sponsorship by
Canadian railways and governments, superseded any sense that the
farming scenes would be of interest to American farmers in a farming region. Instead of heading south along the Red River Valley
pathways, he and other small-time Canadian showmen used the
nation-building institution of the Canadian Pacific Railway to bring
their amusements to the Canadian Northwest Territories, eventually
to the British Columbia coast. Their entertainment, in a very different fashion than Davison’s sensational anatomical museum, were
equally part of a nation-building project.
Entertainment and mass culture sometimes sit atop the railway
and other nation-building institutions to reinforce the border across
the forty-ninth parallel, and sometimes treat it as irrelevant. Aside
from reporting a history of film in a region relatively neglected in
film history, the decision to isolate the Red River Valley as a cultural
region in the first place was only indirectly due to its being a geogra
phic watershed. The river determined a regional boundary because
cultural industries at the turn of the twentieth century still largely
circulated through transportation routes that originated in the river
itself. Alternative national routes had just been forged, which allowed
an alternative nationalist orientation to cultural communication.
Tracing entertainment routes thus displays the tensions at play in
mediations of mass culture and communications in this borderland,
and across the border in general.

not e s
1 Henry V. Poor compiled an annual survey of railways in North America in
his 1868 Manual of the Railroads of the United States.
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Paul Moore

2 All references to Raff & Gammon correspondence are from letterbooks
archived at the Baker Library of the Harvard Business School, MSS 692,
volume 2 (outgoing letters April to May 1896), volume 3 (outgoing letters
1895 to March 1896), and volume 6 (incoming letters, especially file 24
from Cryderman in North Dakota).
3 For one case study of blackface in Canada, see Nicks and Sloniowski
(2010).
4 All information about the tours of McCarthy’s Anamatagraph and
Hardie’s Kinetoscope comes from notes in local newspapers. See Moore
(2012).
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